EQUIPMENT
MANAGEMENT
The All-in-One Solution
to Manage Assets

Keep your equipment running with the help of innovative
preventative maintenance software and automatically
scheduled inspections.

Easily create profiles for all your
equipment and company assets

Upload pictures, video,
audio, equipment manuals,
certificates, and more

Automatically scheduled
inspections and regular
maintenance

Take control of your equipment management
and maintenance processes with automated summary data
Our Online Equipment Management feature
simplifies the management process by centralizing
all current and historical data into one easy-to-access
location for management and operators alike with
minimal setup on the administrative end.

Summary Data
With each completed form, data in equipment
profiles automatically updates. This includes
information such as:

Location/
Address

Odometer
Reading

Hours of
Operation

Operational
Status

Preventative Maintenance
Maintenance Tickets
With integrated digital forms you can create fields that
automatically trigger maintenance tickets. Once those
fields are completed and submitted, the specified
qualified personnel are notified and able to track and
manage the maintenance status in real-time.

Automatic & Escalating Notifications
Automatic notifications can be triggered to send to
supervisors or maintenance crews when employees
identify defects, maintenance concerns, or potential
safety issues. Additionally, you can program alerts to
escalate over time so that management is alerted if
notifications go unaddressed for a specific time period.

Hours of Operation/Mileage Tracking
On each equipment profile, you can enter and track
the mileage and number of hours each asset has been
in operation. Completion requirements for relevant
maintenance forms can then be triggered based on
preset mileage and hour of operation milestones
to ensure machinery is meeting manufacturer
maintenance requirements.
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Scheduled Inspections
This equipment management feature is fully
integrated with an online form builder.
Create digital inspection forms
Assign forms directly to specific pieces of equipment
Set completion frequencies (daily/weekly/ monthly,
or based on mileage/hours of operation)
Designate qualified personnel to complete the
required forms on-demand and upload the new
records in the field

